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Section 9.2

Q4 Discuss the convergence or divergence of the series with
n
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i Recall the Ratio Test

it If ⺕ rcl and KEN st I器 1 Er Un Ik
then EX is absolutely contingent

ii If I KENS.tl 妿1 21 Un2k
then Ex is divergent

Here we can apply the Ratio Test

I䇗 l 忌 1 for all n
Therefore Ian is convergent

41 Here we can still apply the Ratio Test i
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Let fix X et and note that
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Hence f MI E f 11 ⾔ for all n I

which implies 1器1 s忌 1 Un

Then Ebn is convergent



Sol Recall the Root Test

If ⺕ r il and KEN st.lxnKEV.vn2K
then I不 is absolutely convergent

il If ⺕ KEN st.lxnkzl.vn2K
then the series Ex is divergent

Here we first apply the Root Test to prove the convergence of
the series

Note that we can write the series with the nth term as

Xn
g
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if his odd

if n is even

which is a rearrangement of the series Ěa
Then Ni get if n is odd

at六 if n is even

And it's clear that 品 Nnk a 1

By the Root Test Eh is convergent

However if we want to apply the Ratio Test

1架 1 f
d 1 if n is odd

ldc.li f n is even



RatioTest doesnot apply inthe sense that one cannot find
KEN and it 10，1 such that for all h k

either 1架1Er or 1架 121

Sol Recall Raabe'S Test

it If there exists Nl and KEN St

I無 lfl tfo.cl nZk
thtnEXn is absolutely convergent

il If there exist x El and KEN st

1架1 2 1 会 for all nzk
then 三不 is not absolutely convergent

Here we let 么 册 1 11421 Dtn

近1 1921 any and wish to

apply the Raabe's Test

Note that 1架 1 呈恐
Then 出品 In it1䖽 11 笳 全器 q p

If 97141 then 9 1771 end 1架 1 器 is inerasing

as nhivtc.ses



Then n 1 1架11 2 9 P it 1架 l Et i
Take⼈ 917 in Rabe's Test we ondude EXn converges

If 9 t.pt I then GPCI.by Cor 9.2.9

Eh is diurgent xn 0 for all n

If 9⼆Ptl then Noi 哭
Sine P 0 器 is 前
Now let Yn 前 which is a divergent series

Andby Comparison Test it follows that Ex is also divesent


